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Abstract 

The study of urban-scale energy consumption due to buildings follows the archetype approach where samples of 

representative buildings are analysed and then results are extrapolated across the city. Lack of reliable data has so 

far been the main reason hindering different approaches; nevertheless, significant improvements have been achieved 

recently. In this work we use the Westminster Borough of London City, as a case study to illustrate how a dynamic 

high-resolution dataset for the energy demands of the whole area can be analyzed using the Multi-Resolution 

Analysis (MRA) to provide insights into the urban- and sub-urban (e.g. district) scale energy demand and therefore 

suggest how such an analysis can be exploited to guide smart urban energy-demand management. Specifically, we 

analyze full-day (24-hr) evolutions of the urban-scale energy heating/cooling demands together with high-resolution 

information on the building density, height and the population. By introducing the scale-adaptive approach, our 

analysis provides suggestions for e.g. peak hour identification and localization, as well as the identification for 

example of best-neighboring candidate zone area for extra energy supply in case of power failures.  
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1. Introduction 

More than 54% of the world’s population resides nowadays in urban areas (United Nations, World Urbanization 
Prospects: The 2014 Revision, (ST/ESA/SER.A/366).), leading to an unprecedented rise on the energy demands 
associated to retain and improve urban life quality standards. Specifically, the average energy consumption by the 
building sector only currently accounts approximately for the 30% of the worldwide energy consumption (Swan and 
Ugursal, 2009). This rise in urban energy consumption is also causing a steep increase on emissions of greenhouse 
and other pollutant gases which in turn results to severe impacts on urban climate and public health. This is of 
particular concern to governmental agencies and regulatory authorities who seek to develop strategies for efficient 
and sustainable use of energy within the building sector as well as overall. For this purpose, a number of multi-
criteria analyses and models are being sought to help decision-makers to establish such sustainable energy 
management strategies (Swan and Ugursal, 2009). So far, the study of urban energy consumption has been 
considered at the level of an individual building. Most studies to date follow the archetype approach where few 
representative buildings are analyzed and then results are exploited across the stock (Tian et al, 2015). A complete 
dataset has recently emerged from the Energy Efficient Cities Initiative (EECi) (http://www.eeci.cam.ac.uk/) where 
a range of urban information including building heights, population and energy consumption for heating and cooling 
is included; the data also cover an entire calendar year thus enabling distinguishing between different seasons.  

The aim of this paper is to provide new insights into urban energy consumption and thus urban energy 
management using a novel Multi-Resolution Analysis (MRA) in order to surface out the multiscale nature that can 
be embodied in the urban energy management and planning. MRA has been used so far for its scale-adaptive and 
spatially-varying characterization capacity in the atmospheric urban boundary layer characterization and 
parametrization (Mouzourides et al., 2013; 2014) as well as in the context of urban data use for weather and climate 
modelling (Ching, 2012; Ching et al., 2014). In this paper we illustrate the insights that an MRA analysis on the 
energy data can surface out, and therefore elucidate and enrich urban energy management and planning. For this 
purpose, we make use of the urban-building and energy demand dataset from the London Westminster Borough 
derived from EECi. 

2. Urban Energy Data Analysis: MRA based methodology 

2.1. Dataset for urban building energy demands 

A complete dataset has recently emerged from the EECi (http://www.eeci.cam.ac.uk/) where a range of urban 
information including building heights, population and energy consumption for heating and cooling is included. 
Specifically, data of urban-building energy demand, building heights and population has been obtained for the 
London Westminster City Borough. In particular, the raw data on building energy consumption has been further 
processed using building energy models simulations in order to derive the corresponding consumptions for building 
heating and cooling. The data was derived for an entire calendar year and it also provides the diurnal variations for 
typical days in different seasons. The data on urban building heights has also been further processed in order to 
derive the planar packing density information of the city, that is the ratio of the built area over the total surrounding 
planar area, a parameter that in building science and urban physics is linked to air flow ventilation capacity of the 
city and therefore to the corresponding energy demands for heating and cooling in different seasons.  

In  
Figure 1 shows the spatial visualization of the Westminster’s Borough data as derived for (i) the building heights 

across the city, (ii) packing density (λp) and (iii) population density. The dataset concerns the central business 
district (CBD) of Westminster City, with an approximate coverage area size of 6000 × 7000m2 at an initial (highest) 
resolution of 10mx10m per pixel. As noted from  

Figure 1b, that tallest buildings of Westminster Borough are located centrally and eastward, where most of the 
buildings are designated as offices and retail stores (Tian et al, 2015). On the other hand, most of the population is 
located mainly in the south and northwest areas ( 

Figure 1d). In this paper we investigate the associations of building height, packing density (λp) and population 
density with energy demand, as we note from observations that these parameters are expected to have high impact 
on energy demand (e.g. Choudhary and Tian, 2014). 
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High spatial resolution data from Geographic Information Services (GIS) related to building and land use of the 
entire building stock, were used as input to dynamic energy simulation models. The energy consumption for a set of 
representative buildings of the area was computed and the simulation output extrapolated to all buildings which have 
the similar energy consumption features. Even if there is significant energy consumption variability across similar 
building types due to differences in their physical characteristics, their usage and the influence of external 
conditions, this is a widely used urban-scale modelling method for quantifying the energy consumption of a building 
stock. The simulation process and the associated outputs are described in Choudhary and Tian, 2014 and Tian et al., 
2015. The results of the abovementioned simulations, were used as data input for the MRA analysis. Urban data 
input for MRA is required in the form of a pixilated image (2-D matrix), where the value of each pixel refers to the 
value of the parameter of interest (e.g. energy demand, building height, employment or population density). In the 
representation of packing density λp, each pixel of the image at the original (highest) resolution, represents whether 
the pixel is built area or unbuilt area and gets a value of one (1) for the built area and zero (0) for unbuilt area. The 
rows and columns of the matrix correspond to the x and y-coordinate of the urban domain respectively. All the 
parameters are given at the same initial (highest) resolution, that is a pixel corresponds to 10 m x 10 m of physical 
area. 

 

 
Figure 1: Westminster’s Borough central business district (CBD) depicted as a Google image/map (a) and as digitized map for building height 

(b), planar packing density – λp (c) and population density (d) of the corresponding area. In the representation of λp, each pixel of the image with 
the original resolution, a pixel that represents part of a built area gets a value of one (1) while open, unbuilt pixel areas get a value of zero (0). 

Each pixel of the dataset corresponds to 10 m x 10 m of physical area 

2.2. The Multi-Resolution-Analysis (MRA) 

The motivation of using MRA as analysis tool is the ability of MRA for multiscale sampling and its capacity of 
not losing the details removed from lower scales when sampling at higher scales takes place. The ability of MRA to 
implement multiscale sampling without losing details during sampling at higher scales has been demonstrated and 
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exploited to characterize urban morphology and boundary layer parameterization (Mouzourides et al, 2013; 
Mouzourides et al., 2014). Due to this ability, MRA has been used so far in different fields and applications. For 
example, Vannier et al. (2006) and Mouzourides et al. (2014) used MRA in soil science for surface roughness 
characterization and in urban climate modelling for boundary layer characterization and parametrization, 
respectively. A detailed description of MRA fundamentals and its novel interpretations in atmospheric multi-scale 
modelling can be found in Mouzourides et al, 2013. Here in, we briefly refer only to the selection of the proper 
scaling and wavelet functions in the MRA which is determined by the nature of the application. For urban building 
datasets the square shape of the Haar function is proposed, since it enables the demarcation of the characteristics of 
an urban area domain, where buildings have similar square- or rectangular-like shapes. An additional advantage of 
the Haar function is that its operation corresponds to simple averaging and differencing of 2 × 2 “cell” 
neighbourhoods. Since this is the first time that MRA is applied to energy-related attributes of urban canopies, we 
will also illustrate the selection rationale of the analysing function, by means of a comparison between the Haar, 
Symlet 4 and Daubechie 4 scaling and wavelet functions. Specifically, at the first level of decomposition, the Haar 
transform performs sequential averaging and differencing of 2 × 2 adjacent pixels. Conceptually, this process can be 
viewed as a structural averaging process in which the building attribute difference between adjacent cells in the 
horizontal (x), vertical (y) and diagonal directions is tracked. On the other hand, the Symlet 4 and Daubechie 4 
scaling functions can be used to detect or capture neighbourhoods dominated by peaks or sharp changes in the 
energy demand, due to their capacity, explained in the previous paragraph, to operate weighted-averaging within the 
neighbourhood corresponding to the scale under study. The MRA analysis was implemented using the Matlab© 
Wavelet toolbox. 

2.3. Connecting urban energy demand data with other urban features MRA  

It is accepted that such urban-scale energy datasets are not widely available neither easily-possible to collect. On 
the contrary urban building data information is more widely available and if not, it is more accessible to collect or 
obtain. In recent studies of urban fluid dynamics, it was found that it is possible to relate such urban building 
information with the aerodynamical response of the urban configurations, particularly in terms of the air flow within 
the street canyons (e.g. Neophytou et al., 2014). In particular, the capacity of a city to ventilate itself and thereby 
remove heat or pollutants, or other scalars from its street canyons was termed by Neophytou and Britter, (2005) as 
city breathability; moreover, Panagiotou et al. (2013), showed that different such breathabilities can take place 
within a district according to the packing density of each neighbourhood within the district or the city. The heat or 
pollutant accumulation that occurs in the canyon can be linked to the heat or cooling demands of buildings for 
satisfying the needs of indoor thermal comfort (be it for heating or cooling).  

Therefore, further to the methodology part described in Sub-sections 2.1 and 2.2, we use the results of this 
analysis as a base to derive correlation models that can associate the breathability capacity with the energy demands 
of the urban area as a function of its packing density. It has to be noted that such an association is not exhaustive of 
the all other contributing parts in forming the energy demands of an urban area but only the contribution which 
stems from the air flow ventilation through the urban streets and buildings.  

The breathability capacity was quantified using the exchange velocity and as an indicator of the air volume flux 
exchange at the rooftop levels, that is the rate at which fresh, cool air enters the street canyons from the rooftops 
level and at the same time warm polluted air from within the street canyons escapes above the rooftop levels. This 
rate, as quantified by the exchange velocity, termed as breathability, determines eventually the outdoor air 
conditions (temperature and pollution levels) within street canyons and thereby the demands for heating or cooling 
within buildings for indoor thermal comfort. The breathability capacity as a function of the packing density of an 
urban area was measured in laboratory experiments by Neophytou et al (2014). For the objectives of this study, that 
is the scale-adaptive representation of city breathability, we assume a non-scale variant linear variation of the non-

dimensional exV with the geometric packing density λp, as might be suggested from the experimental results. The 

initial values of exV  (corresponding to the initial resolution of the urban building data) were deduced by using the 

packing density data of Figure 1b and Eq. (1) as follows  

 ( ) 0.06 0.05ex p pV       (1) 
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3. Results 

3.1. Visualization and insights into the urban energy data through the MRA analysis 

In this section, the results obtained using the MRA on the urban data of the CBD-London Westminster City 
Borough are first presented; this presentation is also a means of visualization of the various scale-adaptive 
representations of the urban information. The representations of MRA results shown in Figure 2 depict the scale-
adaptive representation of daily average of heating demands (kWh/100m2) of a typical winter weekend day for 
London Westminster Borough. There are 9 levels overall resulting from MRA since the size and resolution of the 
original 2-D urban signal allows up to (29 x 10) x (29 x 10) m2 to be covered completely. The number denoting each 
level, corresponds to the exponents e.g. 1, 2 of the scales given in the power of two format (as area sizes), that are 
used to label the scales and the number in brackets indicates the size of each cell in the relevant level of 
approximation. Thereafter we will explain why this kind of representations can provide useful information to the 
regulatory authorities or engineering society. 

At this point it should be noted that the approximation components in all cases should be considered as densities 
(except for the case of building height and λp). To interpret the results of Figure 2, we will use the encircled 
Approximation and Total Detail results at Level 7 as an example. The encircled “cell” at approximation of Level 7 
denotes that the mean heating energy demand per 100m2 in the corresponding region of Westminster Borough, is 
1.72 kWh/100m2. This outcome may seem very low compared to the original values of the datasets. The reason is 
due to the averaging process which takes into account also any unbuilt area within the considered region and such 
unbuilt area does not exhibit any energy demand. In the case that one is interested for the overall energy demand of 
the encircled area, then this mean value should be multiply by the area of the corresponding region, i.e. 1.72 
[kWh/100m2] (27x 27) x (100) [m2] = 28.18MWh. The mean energy demand per area - for an urban region - for 
different scales and different zones/regions can be similarly estimated. Furthermore, the four cells which encircle at 
Total Details of Level 7 denote the summation of the details (in all three directions – horizontal, vertical and 
diagonal) removed from the previous approximation of Level 6 to give the approximation of Level 7. Positive 
values of Total Details at Level 7 imply that the energy demand of the small cell in approximation of Level 6 is 
lower than the mean value of the corresponding cell that encloses it at approximation of Level 7; whereas negative 
values imply the opposite. As the values in the total details are close to the zero, the more homogeneous is the 
concerned parameter in the region. 

By using MRA as a scale-adaptive spatially-varying method, we enable a spatial-area-based visualization of the 
energy data. This visualization enables novel city- or neighbourhood-scale deductions and suggestions to be made 
for the energy consumption, the factors influencing it, and the manner they influence it; it is fundamentally different 
from the typically often used approach of selecting multiple single buildings as representative considerations of the 
entire city. Novel features in the new visualization include for example, the peak-hour identification and 
localization, as well as the optimization capacities such as identification of best-neighbouring candidate zone area 
for extra energy supply in case of power failures. Such insights can stimulate the emergence of new energy and 
efficiency management practices and policies. At the current work we analyse full-day (24-hr) evolutions of the 
urban-scale energy demands for heating and cooling for typical weekend and week days over different seasons. 
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Figure 2: The scale-adaptive representations and associated sub-grid information as obtained through MRA analysis for the average daily 

Heating Demands (kWh/100m2) for a typical winter weekend day. 

 
3.2. Identification of spatial and temporal evolution of energy demands 

 
The aim of the analysis is to shift our vision regarding the daily energy demand variation from the building scale- 

to the neighbourhood scale of variable size. Figure 3 (movie) shows the daily evolution of the urban heating 
demands during winter (Figure 3a) and the urban cooling demands during summer (Figure 3b) of the Westminster 
Borough at three different scales; at a relatively small scale (size 20mx20m), a medium scale (size 640m x 640m) 
and the largest scale (of size 5.12km x 5.12km). At each different scale the time of the peak energy demand for 
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cooling and heating across the entire domain was identified. It is found from the MRA results that the peak hour of 
energy demands over the total area and during a typical day is independent of the Approximation Level or scale (see 
Table 1). What is varying across the spatial scales is the numerical value of the energy demand at the corresponding 
region/zone. This analysis was conducted for all the seasons of the year, for both the Heating and the Cooling 
demands; Table 1 summarizes the peak hour of heating and cooling demands observed over the different seasons of a 
year for typical weekdays and weekend days. 

A further analysis was conducted in addition in order to investigate the capacity of the MRA analysis in the 
localization of the peak energy demands across the different scale-adaptive representations. The movies in Figure 4 
present the heating energy demand density (kWh/100m2) during a typical winter day in London Westminster 
Borough using the three different scaling functions: Haar, Symlet4 and Daubechie4 functions, also referred to in 
sub-section 2.2. The results from the MRA analysis using the Haar scaling function yield quantitative values that are 
consistent with the conventional average value of energy demand in every individual cell - for a given resolution – 
thus smoothening any patterns of variation within.  Symlet 4 and Daubechies4 functions exhibit a different 
behaviour and are used to detect such peaks or sudden occurrences appearing across neighbouring cells. For 
example, by using the Symlet 4 scaling function and depending on the resolution level of analysis, the local areas 
exhibiting the peak values of heating/cooling demands can be identified more precisely. 

The results of the MRA at the Approximation Level 6 (as in Fig.4) show the evolution and the localization of 
peak demands at the “neighbourhood” scale (i.e. of size corresponding to Resolution Level 6); the identified 
localization is very similar for Symlet4 (middle row) and  Daubechies4 (bottom raw).At Approximation Level 9 (i.e. 
at enlarged “neighbourhood”, of size corresponding to 5.12km) the localization becomes slightly different for 
Symlet4 and Daubechies4 analysis, although they both detect the localization in the same corner of the area; this is 
due to the actual shape of the scaling function (as shown in the methodology Fig. 2). Thus for the MRA analysis, 
different scaling functions are chosen according to the nature of the data parameter: for example, for a database with 
building-height information across the area, a multi-scale quantitative representation the Haar analysing function is 
recommended, whereas Symlet 4 and Daubechies4 can provide smoothening representations (at larger 
“neighbourhood” sizes) while retaining the capacity to keep the peak identification across the neighbourhood - 
reflecting certainly more precisely the location of peak demands and patterns within the total area. This outcome can 
be exploited to guide smart management of peak urban energy-demands as it will be illustrated in the later sections. 

 

 
Figure 3: A snapshot (at 0800 hours) from the associated animation of this result showing the diurnal time evolution of (a) the cooling and (b) 

the heating demands of a typical summer and winter day respectively. 
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Table 1: Identification of peak hours of heating and cooling demands for typical days over different seasons 

 
Heating Cooling

WeekEnd WeekDay WeekEnd WeekDay 
Winter 05:00 05:00 13:00 13:00 
Spring 06:00 06:00 12:00 14:00 
Summer 04:00 04:00 12:00 13:00 
Autumn 05:00 05:00 14:00 12:00 

 
3.3. Relating city breathability with energy demands 
 

Given the illustrated ability to identify transient spatial structures in energy demand, the aim of this section is to 
provide an example of the advantages that urban-scale energy planning can harvest from such relevant deductions 
on multi-scale urban energy demands for building heating and cooling. Specifically, we examine in this illustrated 
example the relationship between city breathability with the associated energy demands of the city. City 
breathability, as termed by Panagiotou et al (2013), is the capacity of a city to ventilate itself and thereby remove 
heat (or pollutants) from its street canyons. Thereby, the heat accumulation that occurs in the canyon can be linked 
to the cooling demands of buildings for satisfying the needs of indoor thermal comfort (be it for cooling). 
Panagiotou et al. (2013) quantified the city breathability by the dynamic parameter of an exchange velocity 
(described in Section 2.3) and showed that different such breathability capacities can take place within a district 
with the its variation being linked to the local packing density of the urban area.  

 

 
Figure 4: A snapshot (at 0800 hours) from the associated animation of this result showing the diurnal time evolution of the MRA results 

obtained at the Approximation Level 6 (left column) and Approximation Level 9 (right column) using the Haar (top), Symlet 4 (middle) and 
Daubechies4 (lower row) scaling functions. 

Figure 5 shows the diurnal variation of the correlation coefficient between the cooling demands and the 
breathability capacity (as quantified by the exchange velocity parameter) on a typical summer day for different 
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resolution levels (“neighbourhood” sizes). The results indicate an overall negative correlation throughout the day. 
This negative correlation shows (as expected) that high energy demands are associated with low ventilation 
(breathability) capacity. The actual absolute numerical values of the correlation coefficient (at a given time in the 
day) reduces as the size of the neighbourhood areas considered is smaller – a feature also observed and discussed in 
the previous scale-adaptive variations of such correlation coefficients. 

 

 
Figure 5: Variation of correlation between heating demands of a typical winter day and exchange velocity. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper we use a novel analysis to reveal the multiscale building-energy demands behaviour and 
demonstrate the advantages and insights that such scale-adaptive analysis can surface out into urban-scale energy 
demands planning and therefore smart management. Specifically, a high-resolution dynamic building-energy 
demand dataset from London City Westminster Borough and a novel analysis – the Multi-Resolution Analysis 
(MRA) are used. The motivation for the use of MRA on both the urban building and energy datasets is its ability for 
scale-adaptive spatially-varying representation of any attribute or parameter for an urban area or sub-area. 
Therefore, the outcome of such analysis is the transition from the current consideration of urban energy based on 
multiple single building blocks to an area-based vision of a building stock. 

In particular, we have illustrated that the MRA analysis realizes a capacity to identify spatial and temporal 
structures within the dataset. By examining the temporal evolution of spatially-varying energy-demand data at 
multiple resolutions, the peak demands were identified for different sizes of neighbourhoods of consideration. 
Although the actual numerical value of the energy-demand may vary across the scales for a given region/zone due to 
the size of the considered area or zone, the patterns were consistently identified the same, thus enabling with 
confidence conclusive deductions. We have also shown that based on the nature of the application, the use of 
different scaling functions (e.g. Symlet 4 and Daubechie 4) can provide representations reflecting more closely the 
nature of the need, such as for example when the location of peak demands and patterns within the total area are 
sought. In addition, it was illustrated how the results from the MRA total details can indicate in a rigorous way 
which “neighbourhoods” of the urban area have large energy differences from their surrounding “neighbourhoods”, 
characterizing thereby the energy demand homogeneity in a given region/zone. 

Finally, a useful and insightful outcome for engineers, planners and policy makers is the MRA- deduced result 
illustrating rigorously the extent at which building parameters (e.g. building height and packing density) exhibit 
strong correlations with building-energy demands across the scales and over the time. Furthermore, the analysis 
indicated rigorously the extent at which the city breathability impacts energy demands in an urban area. In the light 
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of emerging large energy datasets, the MRA capacity to identify the location and time of peaks, despite the 
aggregation or coarsening of representation, proves extremely valuable for energy data management.  
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